Citizens Over Corporations
A Brief History of Democracy in Ohio and Challenges to Freedom in the Future

The following are excerpts from the newly released second edition of Citizens Over Corporations, a booklet first produced by the Ohio Committee on Corporations, Law and Democracy in 1998. Demand from a wide variety of people, both in and outside Ohio, led to a second printing. Continuing research informed the second edition, considerably revised and expanded from the first. Its 96 pages include sections on early corporate history in the US, charter revocation, corporate personhood, popular resistance to corporate usurpation of citizen sovereignty, and numerous citations of Ohio and federal court cases. One appendix lists more than two dozen new quo warranto citations, and a second appendix examines corporations and political campaign contributions. This booklet is an invaluable resource for both experienced activists and those just beginning to study corporate rule.

The Ohio Committee on Corporations, Law and Democracy is an ad hoc group of Ohioans educating people about past history and current dimensions of corporate rule and encouraging democratic participation to reassert control over the corporate form.

Democratic Roots and Constitutional Struggle

Many, if not a majority, of new settlers in the Ohio territory were opposed to the early aristocratic centralization of government and capital. Early settlers from Pennsylvania and the South resented centralized control as carried out in the Northwest Ordinance of 1787 and the New Englander-run corporations' developing communities. The territorial governor's absolute veto authority over legislative acts of the Territorial Assembly undermined mutual trust and respect and reminded settlers of their recently cast-off English colonial government. Their pioneering spirit sought a state in which the people were sovereign, individual liberty and initiative were celebrated, community-based self-reliance was strong, and the town meeting was the locus of community decision-making.1

The Territorial Assembly believed that many private acts had to be clearly defined. In 1799, the Assembly specified design of roads and bridges and placed legislation in control of county courts. Signposts, ferries, and tolls were regulated, as were rates charged by mill owners, since mills were regarded as public utilities.2 Congress viewed Ohio as a social laboratory. It became a model for developing the public domain in other territories from this first effort at transforming wilderness into an independent republican state equal to all others.3 People from the east flocked to the Ohio Territory out of a yearning for liberty and freedom and to enact their ideal of self-governance. They had no desire to be ruled by any external force — including corporations.

Ohio's first constitutional convention was held in 1802. The US Congress subsequently adopted the constitution and it was signed by President Jefferson in the same year, admitting Ohio to the Union in 1803 as the 17th state. Ohio's constitution was perhaps the most democratic state constitution yet adopted. With virtually all power in the legislature, it established annual election of house members and biennial election of senators. The governor was a figurehead with no veto power. The legislature chose all other state executive officers. The judiciary was also a creature of the legislature, with the General Assembly appointing state and county judges.

There were few direct references to corporations in the constitution. It was understood that Ohio's new legislature, like other state legislatures, possessed the power to create and define corporations. Making certain that corporations were legislatively defined kept them closer to the people than if the responsibilities for controlling corporations were left to the courts.

As decades passed, however, the constitution of 1802 proved to be an ineffective instrument because "the legislature swallowed up all the rest of the government" and "corporate power and money power... joined hands."4 Nearly 40 years of corruption and laws such as the 1837 Ohio Loan Law (nicknamed the "Plunder Act") proved too much for Ohioans. Corporate influence over the legislature was evident in the number of pieces of legislation benefiting one or
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more corporations (called “special” legislation). For example, in 1833 the legislature enacted only 30 pieces of general legislation but 250 pieces of special legislation. Public alarm over massive state debt, particularly indebtedness for canal construction and unsound investments in railroad stock and other private ventures, led to public action. In 1850 a ballot proposal to hold a constitutional convention was approved statewide by 73%. As the Cleveland Plain Dealer put it, the convention provided an opportunity to pluck “the root of all political sin” from Ohio’s soil. In the words of one commentator, “the major motivating force [for the convention] was an anticorporation sentiment.”

The new constitution addressed the problem of “special laws” benefiting corporations by agreeing that “the General Assembly shall pass no special act conferring corporate powers. Corporations may be formed under general laws; but all such laws may, from time to time, be altered or repealed.” At that time this was seen as an attempt to increase citizen power. Both state and local governments were prohibited from giving or loaning state credit “to, or in aid of, any individual, association or corporation whatever” and were forbidden to ever “become a joint owner, or stockholder, in any company or association in this state or elsewhere, formed for any purpose whatever.” The new constitution that emerged from the convention was adopted in 1852. With the addition of several amendments, the same document still guides Ohio’s government today.

By 1910, the Progressive movement had reached its peak in Ohio. People demanded consumer protection, more citizen participation in government, an end to child labor, civil service reform, regulation of big corporations and monopolies, labor union recognition, and safe working conditions. It was in this atmosphere that an overwhelming 91% of voters approved holding another constitutional convention. In addition to formal business, the convention was addressed by several national leaders, including three-time Democratic presidential candidate William Jennings Bryan, who devoted many of his remarks to the dangers corporations posed to democracy.

Several resulting amendments to the 1851 constitution that strengthened democracy were subsequently approved by the people of Ohio. Among them, the initiative and referendum were adopted as methods to bypass the legislature in the creation or revocation of laws. Municipal home rule, permitting communities of 5,000 or more in population to govern themselves, was also adopted, despite the opposition of public service corporations, who saw it as a device encouraging municipal ownership of utilities.

Changes that affected corporations were also approved, including the establishment of compulsory workers’ compensation for people injured on the job (though corporate employers were not made legally liable) and abolishing prison contract labor (which was used to drive down wages in society as a whole). Pressures from workers and unions also won the eight-hour workday. Greater legislative powers to regulate the use of timber, water, and mineral resources were approved. These changes clearly reflected a Progressive agenda of regulating corporations and their harms, rather than the earlier Populist agenda of defining corporate behaviors and contracts, including holding corporations legally liable.

CONTRACTS

As early as 1819, the US Supreme Court ruled in Dartmouth College v. Woodward that the Constitution prohibited the State of New Hampshire from revoking a charter granted to Dartmouth because the charter was a contract — and therefore property that the state cannot easily take away from a private entity. This landmark interpretation of the Constitution’s contracts clause was an attack on state sovereignty that inhibited
the ability of citizens and their legislators to define corporations. A contract implies an equal relationship among parties, entities that negotiate with each other. Proponents of citizen sovereignty, however, viewed corporations as fundamentally subordinate to human beings and the corporate charter as a democratic tool to limit and control corporate actions. Sovereign people do not bargain, barter, or treat as an equal a thing that is subordinate.

Early Ohio case law demonstrated ordinary obedience by legislators and judges to the ideals of private property and contracts implied in the Dartmouth decision. For example, in 1823 the Ohio Supreme Court held that

although the State Legislature cannot pass laws impairing the obligations of contracts, yet they may regulate them, prescribe their form, their effect, and the mode of their discharge, and every contract is supposed to be made with reference to these laws. 8

However, concerned about the increasing threat that banks and industrial growth represented to citizen sovereignty, people worked for a change in laws and court cases. "Ohio law in the 1850s, for example, reflected the views of pro-democratic, activist judges who foresaw many of the more tyrannical aspects of contractual and commercial big-business transactions." 9 At least four historic Ohio state supreme court decisions in 1853 challenged the Dartmouth case and its fundamental premise that a corporate charter is a contract. In open defiance of the US Supreme Court, they claimed that the state rather than the federal government possessed basic self-governance rights. 10

BUILDING DEMOCRACY AND POPULAR RESISTANCE TO CORPORATE CONTROL

Efforts at self-governance over corporate power and privilege via corporate charters, legislation, and court decisions didn't happen in a vacuum. Citizens of all walks of life and from every part of the state throughout Ohio's history have organized themselves to control corporations and build democratic structures. 11 Popular resistance to corporations in Ohio is nearly as old as the state itself. People realized that there was an inverse relationship between the rights and power of citizens and corporations — privileges granted to corporations and property were privileges denied to human beings.

LOCOFOCOS

Formed as a radical wing of the Democratic Party in 1835 in New York City, the "Locofocos," who took their name from a popular brand of self-igniting matches of the day, were political firebrands "opposed to state banks, monopolies, paper money, tariffs, and financial policies that seemed to them anti-democratic and conducive to special privilege." 12

Workers, farmers, immigrants, and reformers comprised Ohio Locofocos from the late 1830s to the early 1850s. Strongholds of this social and political movement were the northwestern rural areas of the state, where the pioneer democratic spirit still ruled, and in the immigrant communities of Cincinnati, where "hostility to special privilege was pronounced." 13 Many Locofocos sympathized with the feeling of one Ohio Jacksonian who considered banks "a greater danger to 'free principles' than slavery." 14

After more than a decade of Locofoco organizing, the European revolutionary movement, along with increasing political vulnerability of the Whig Party for its support of slavery, created in 1848 an opening for Locofocos in Ohio. Times were favorable for a radical reforming party and the term "radicalism" itself was a political asset. Locofocos were a major influence on voter approval of a statewide constitutional convention in 1850. They then pushed for democratic and corporation control measures during the proceedings and organized for ratification after.

In the years following the convention, Locofocos controlled the General Assembly and pushed for other democratic legislation, most notably an 1851 law involving the equal taxing of banks. The law was challenged, with the US Supreme Court ruling that it impaired the obligation of contracts. Meanwhile the Locofoco-dominated legislature in the 1852-53 session enacted an even more sweeping law calling for the taxing of all property at a uniform rate. They also passed a "crowbar law" empowering county treasurers to break open the vaults of the resisting banks and seize the amount of the tax plus penalties and costs of collection. 15

Amazingly, the Ohio Supreme Court upheld these laws through several decisions in 1853, determining that the banking tax laws conformed with the state constitution. By doing so it challenged the legitimacy of the US Supreme Court on such matters. A year later, the US Supreme Court overruled the state tax and crowbar laws and state supreme court decisions.

Locofocism declined in the late 1850s in part due to a conservative backlash, in part due to its constitutional and legislative partial successes, and in part due to public attention and organizing diverted toward the struggle against slavery.

LABOR

Workers organized themselves before the Civil War primarily to defend their own interests in the workplace against corporate owners and managers. They organized in order to more successfully demand higher wages, better working conditions, and fewer hours at the same rate of pay. Their organizations — trade associations or unions — were independent vehicles for workers to develop strategies and tactics to advance their own interests both on the job and in society at large. They didn't, however, directly contest the authority of corporations in particular or capital in general.
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Following the Civil War, Ohioans and other Northerners soon realized that industrialization and the concentration of capital posed many of the same threats to the nation’s political and economic system that chattel slavery had done earlier. The concentration of economic power gave corporations a greater ability to lower wages. Ohio workers responded by organizing themselves in solidarity for protection and a greater voice in political affairs.

One issue that was the focus of labor activity for decades was the eight-hour day with no reduction in pay. Failure by the General Assembly to pass this and other pro-worker legislation, as well as the depression in the mid-1870s, resulted in working people turning to third parties. In 1877, the state’s Greenback Party and one branch of the Workingman’s Party merged for the state’s gubernatorial election, calling for, among many changes, the “enforcement of corporate charters.”

Between 1880 and 1886, the Ohio General Assembly passed a number of bills demanded by labor, including measures regulating coal mine conditions, factory inspections, the employment of convict labor, and an eight-hour workday. Additionally, labor leaders convinced the state legislators to defeat a number of bills detrimental to labor.

In the mid-1880s the Knights of Labor began a short but eventful presence in the state, particularly among the state’s coal miners. The Knights believed that corporate and capitalist power could be countered through a combination of economic and political action, including the creation of producer cooperatives.

In 1891 Cincinnati hosted a national conference of third party proponents, which created the national People’s Party; an Ohio chapter formed soon thereafter. The worker-dominated Ohio People’s Party platform called for the initiative and referendum, eight-hour day, employer liability for work-related injuries, municipal ownership of utilities and street railways, the elimination of private banks, prohibition of child labor, compulsory education, women’s suffrage, abolition of alien land ownership, and national ownership of railroads, telegraphs, telephones, and mines. The Ohio People’s Party ran local, state, and federal candidates for several years in the 1890s.

**Farmers**

Ohio farmers were near revolt by 1873 in response to the rising monopoly power of railroad corporations, which robbed them of “the larger portion of the profits of their toil.”

One of the first chapters of the Grange, a national farm organization, was chartered in Ohio in 1868. By 1875 there were more than 1,100 local Granges in the state, totaling more than 50,000 members. The Grand Master of the Ohio State Grange called railroad corporations “a great and dangerous power” that “holds in its grasp of iron every industry of our people” and “buys legislatures, bribes courts, muzzles the press, and silences the pulpit.” Consequently, “the producer stands helplessly by and sees the profits which rightfully belong to him turned aside into the coffers of these corporations.”

Grange pressure resulted in an 1873 law eliminating price discrimination of railroads and supported tax and other laws that would control railroad companies. Granges also formed cooperatives to purchase goods and machinery, trade products, and set up “business agencies” and cooperative stores across the state.

The National Farmers Alliance, even more critical of the rise of corporations and the economic system, came to Ohio in 1887. The Ohio Farmers Alliance was formed in 1889, ushering in a “movement culture” of education and mobilization to effect political change.

Yet another farm group, the Ohio Farmers Union, was born in 1890 with the largest gathering of farmers in the state’s history. Their Declaration of Principles stated in part:

Corporations, banks and syndicates have for years directed largely the legislation of this country. . . . These interests gorged with the wealth wrested from the hand that earned it, manage still to have their say, no matter which political party holds the reigns of power. The farmers have waited long, too long, for the fulfillment of partisan pledges so lavishly made before the election and so soon forgotten afterwards. [Italics added]

Their platform, however, called for mere regulation of railroads and telegraph corporations, not control over them.

Neither the Ohio Grange nor the Alliance favored the creation of new political parties. Instead, both advocated non-partisan social and political action to force the existing two parties to respond to farmer demands and to control corporations. The paramount political issue for farmers in the late 1880s was tax reform directed at state manufacturers, which was passed by the General Assembly in 1891, in part to blunt the movement to form a third party.

One of the major enemies of farmers during this period was Ohio’s US Senator John Sherman. Farmers considered him the main architect of the economic policies that resulted in their ruin. Sherman would later become the target of labor, as well, over his leadership in passing the Sherman Anti-Trust Act, which essentially superceded state laws that prevented monopolies.

**Populists and Progressives**

The largest democratic movement in the history of the US, the Populists had
become a political force by the mid-1880s. A decade later, they turned their attention to the free coinage of silver and to fusion with the Democrats. UMWA president and Ohioan Phil Penna claimed that the problems facing workers weren’t related to silver but were “rooted in the Constitution which made it impossible for workers to strike or secure legislation to help the lives of workers.” Penna asserted that workers should organize to change the nation’s Constitution to allow people to legislate against the monopoly of the land, transportation, and money that had reduced the nation’s workers to “the equivalent of serfs.”

Direct resistance to corporate power at the workplace, on the streets, or through the ballot box were not the only challenges to corporate power by workers. They also endorsed alternative business formations, such as cooperatives, worker-owned enterprises, and businesses owned outright by cities and towns. From this culture came leaders like Cleveland’s Mayor Tom Johnson, who said:

I believe in the municipal ownership of all public service monopolies . . . for if you do not own them they will, in time, own you. They will rule your politics, corrupt your institutions, and finally destroy your liberties.

The 1896 election, which fused the Populists and Democrats in their unsuccessful bid to defeat Ohioan William McKinley for the presidency, ended Populism in Ohio, and with it the widespread challenge to corporate governance by workers, farmers, and reformers. They were replaced by Progressives who sought merely to eliminate the worst abuses of corporate actions.

Twentieth-century strikes, boycotts, and efforts to win the right of collective bargaining by workers were sometimes effective and frequently inspirational. Victories often brought tangible results that improved the wealth and health of working people to some degree — just as victories by farmers and reformers often brought tangible improvements to people and communities. They were, nevertheless, different strategies and based on different assumptions from those used by workers, farmers, and reformers who came before. Locofocos and Populists sought to regain fundamental control over the corporate form. Those who came later, (mis)named “Progressives,” sought to limit the harms or controls and focused on one problem or one company at a time. In exchange for some economic and/or social gains, Progressives and those who followed gave up the struggle for political self-governance.
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Attention!

As announced in the Spring 2003 issue, POCLAD must now make By What Authority a self-funding publication. After this issue of BWA, we will remove people from our mailing list who have been on the list for over a year and have NEVER made a financial contribution to POCLAD.

To make it as simple as possible, we will ask for a contribution of $25 or more in each calendar year. However, if this is more than you can afford, any amount will be appreciated.
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#### Volumes 1-5

#### VOL. 1, NO. 1 – FALL 1998

**The POCCLAD Story in Brief**  
By Jane Anne Morris  
 Tells how POCCLAD was formed to contest the authority of corporations to govern after several years of research and conducting workshops with hundreds of people around the country.

**Sheep in Wolf’s Clothing**  
By Jane Anne Morris  
Exposes the origins of the regulatory system as the invention of the railroad robber barons at the end of the 19th century in response to citizen uprising against their abuse of power, and how this relationship continues today.

**Change in Relationship to Corporations Urged by Common Cause Award Recipient**  
By Greg Coleridge  
Excerpt from an acceptance speech that calls for activists working to challenge corporate harms to strategically rethink our fundamental relationship to corporations and to look at ourselves less as consumers, workers, or taxpayers and more as citizens who instruct and define their creations, including corporations.

#### VOL. 1, NO. 2 – SPRING 1999

**Want to Violate a Corporation's Civil Rights? Just Say No to its Cell Phone Tower**  
By Richard Grossman  
Examines the Telecommunications Act of 1996 and how it is just one of the latest legal maneuvers providing protections for corporations against community decision-making.

**Labor Must Challenge Corporate Rule**  
By Peter Kelman  
Explains how corporations have acquired rights at the expense of workers, recommending a shift in strategy for labor activists. Includes a resolution adopted by the Labor Party outlining a workplace bill of rights.

**Attorney General's Regulatory Fig Leaf Challenged**  
By Thomas Linzey  
A letter to the Maryland state attorney general's office in response to its rejection of a request to initiate a charter revocation, questioning the legal assumptions that protect corporations at the expense of citizens.

#### VOL. 1, NO. 3 – SUMMER 1999

**Corporate Insurrection Against Democracy Disclosed in Pamphlet**  
Excerpts from Citizens Over Corporations: A Brief History of Democracy in Ohio and Challenges to Organizing in the Future, a booklet researched by the Ohio Committee on Corporations, Law and Democracy. Documents the early assertion of citizen control over corporations and intentions for democratic rule.

**The Great Corporate Social Security Sting**  
By Virginia Rasmussen  
Reveals the facts and fictions of Social Security, a remarkably sound national insurance program, and suggests ways to take it back from corporate clutches.

**Democracy Gets a Life in Arcata**  
Interview with Paul Cienfuegos of Democracy Unlimited of Humboldt County in Arcata, California, about public discussions on democracy and corporate power and the creation of a city council committee to establish policies and programs controlling corporations doing business within the city.

#### VOL. 2, NO. 1 – FALL 1999

**After Seattle... the WTO, the US Constitution, and Self-Government**  
By The POCCLAD  
Explores the similarities between, and natural progression from, the Constitution to today's corporate-run international agreements like NAFTA and the WTO.

**Anti-Federalists Speak: Property vs. Democracy in 1787**  
By The POCCLAD  
Sounding like today's critics of NAFTA, the WTO, the MAI, and global corporatization, Anti-Federalist writings clearly demonstrate how they carefully read the proposed Constitution and eloquently critiqued and rejected it for what it was—a document enshrining minority rule.

#### VOL. 2, NO. 2 – SPRING 2000

**Corporate Social Responsibility: Kick the Habit**  
By Jane Anne Morris  
In the wake of the Seattle WTO protests, dissect the ways in which corporate operatives in recent decades have placated activists, co-opted movements, and reframed issues to maintain power and thwart democracy.

**You’ve Heard of Santa Clara, Now Meet Dartmouth**  
By Peter Kelman  
Tells the story of how the failed attempt in 1819 to revoke Dartmouth College’s charter as a private school and reissue it as a public school first gave constitutional protection to the corporate form and set back the establishment of public colleges for 50 years.

#### VOL. 2, NO. 3 – SUMMER 2000

**Private or Public?**  
By Mike Fener  
Looks at the role of public education, how corporate values control what is taught and promote initiatives like high-stakes testing, and how education suffers when corporate tax relief shifts both resources and decision-making into fewer and fewer hands.

**Public or Private?**  
By Peter Kelman  
Examines the historical and current role of private schools in educating society’s power-holders, as well as the way in which the Dartmouth College case established an essential legal doctrine that enshrined property rights at the expense of promoting the general welfare and public good.

#### VOL. 3, NO. 1 – FALL 2000

**From the Belly of the Octopus**  
Interview with Peter Kelman about the Maine Clean Election Law, explaining how it will really change little to effect democratic representation of most people and what to do instead.
Rumors of USA Democracy Discovered to be Counterfeit
By Greg Coleridge, Richard Grossman, and Mary Zepernick
Exposes the mythology of US democracy — that in reality elite values shaped the Constitution to maintain minority rule are still in effect today — and the change in thinking necessary for activists to break free and design strategies based on a vision of a radically different society.

VOL. 3, NO. 2 – SPRING 2001

Property Picks a President
By Mike Fenner
In the wake of the 2000 election, tells the story of the selection of Rutherford B. Hayes as US president in 1876, including the impact of post-Civil War racism and the role of railroad and newspaper corporations.

Turning the Tables on Pennsylvania Agri-Corporations
Interview with Thomas Linzey of the Community Environmental Legal Defense Fund in Pennsylvania, focusing on rural citizen awakening and the resulting ordinances on corporate hog farms.

VOL. 3, NO. 3 – SUMMER 2001

Right to Know vs. Right to Govern
By Richard Grossman, Ward Morehouse, and Mary Zepernick
Considers a recent Bill Moyers exposé of the chemical industry’s control of the regulatory system and the documentary’s failure to ask why this is so; suggests democratic action as a corrective to this type of disaster resulting from corporate rule.

Building Unions: Present, Past and Future
By Peter Kellman
Excerpt from the booklet that takes the reader from the problems causing declining union membership, through the history of propertyed men abusing indentured servants and slaves as the basis for current exploitation of workers, and toward the solution of a rights-based movement to create democratic labor law.

VOL. 4, NO. 1 – FALL 2001

Who Do We Think We Are, Anyway?
By Molly Morgan and Virginia Rasmussen
Examines the cultural assumptions about human nature that pervade modern dominator societies and what must shift to reinvent culture so that democracy can become possible.

Asserting Democratic Control of Food and Agriculture
By Dave Henson
Contrasts industrial agriculture with democratic decision-making and suggests effective organizing strategies for challenging corporate control of food and agriculture.

VOL. 4, NO. 2 – SPRING 2002

Challenging Empire’s Story
By The POCLAD
Explains how the cultural story invented and imposed by elites for two centuries enabled their continued control in the wake of the Enron and other corporate scandals and the attacks of September 11, 2001.

VOL. 4, NO. 3 – SUMMER 2002

The Struggle for Democracy: Activists Take the Offense
By Virginia Rasmussen
Remarks from the Empowering Democracy conference in April 2002. Reflects on the shift in activism from one corporate harm at a time to seizing citizen authority; draws on historical events in which people assumed themselves capable of self-governance and acted accordingly.

A Picture is Not Only Worth A Thousand Words
By Matt Wuerker and Peter Kellman
Six political cartoons illustrating citizen and labor activism with accompanying commentary. Emphasizes the importance of effective graphic images to support and reinforce written messages.

Our Corporate Elite and the Constitution
By Richard Grossman and Ward Morehouse
Excerpt from the forward of the book The Elite Consensus: When Corporations Wield the Constitution by George Draffan. Provides historical context for the book’s major sections on the colonization of our minds, the judicial system, the violence inherent in corporate rule, and the detailed profiles of leading transnational corporations and their institutional front groups.

VOL. 5, NO. 1 – WINTER 2002

The Rule of Law versus Democracy
By Doug Hammerstrom
Demonstrates how the law was changed through the 19th century to facilitate industrialism, capitalism, and eventually corporate personhood; also explains how propaganda in the form of legal commentary was invented to create the impression that law was immutable and had not changed.

Reclaiming the Bill of Rights, Building a Movement
Interview with Jeff Milchen of Reclaim-Democracy.org, focusing on corporate free speech issues and actions this organization undertakes to develop community democracy.

VOL. 5, NO. 2 – SPRING 2003

The Birth of the White Corporation
By Jeffrey Kaplan
Examines the racist aspects essential to developing corporate power by analyzing legal and social events and conditions before, during, and after the Civil War.

When Silence is Not Golden: Negative Free Speech and Human Rights for Corporations
By Dean Ritz
Explains the legal concept of negative free speech by examining court cases in the past three decades and how they have been used to enhance corporate power under the law.

VOL. 5, NO. 3 – FALL 2003

Divided We Fall: The Story of the Paperworkers’ Union and the Future of Labor
By Peter Kellman
Book excerpt that investigates the shift in labor activism from the end of the 19th century to today — how the AFL and CIO accepted property and capital as the legitimate deciders of society’s major issues, replacing more militant unions like the IWW and Knights of Labor — and calling for a militant, radical, and democratic union movement.

War and Peace and Democracy
By Mike Fenner
Booklet excerpt from a collection of essays that ask "Who again?" as the US invaded Afghanistan in 2002 and "Where goes the peace movement after Iraq?" Considers how new, radical segments of the peace movement might combine with the nascent democracy movement to shift political power.

BWA readers may obtain back issues and reprints of articles by contacting POCLAD or searching the website. Back issues are $1 per issue, $5 for 10 issues.
The Daniel Pennock Democracy School

Why Democratic Self-Government is Impossible When Corporations Wield Constitutional Rights Against Communities to Deny The Rights of People

Conceived, designed, and run by the Community Environmental Legal Defense Fund and the Program on Corporations, Law and Democracy. All courses held Friday through Sunday at Wilson College in historic Chambersburg, Pennsylvania.

Dates for 2004:
February 20-22  ■ April 23-25  ■ June 25-27
September 3-5  ■ November 5-7

Celebrate with us!

POCLAD is 10 years old this year! Join us as we celebrate that milestone along with the 50th anniversary of our sponsoring organization, the Council on International and Public Affairs (CIPA).

“Work o’ the Weavers,” a tribute band to the legendary folk group, will bring the music of Pete Seeger, Ronnie Gilbert, Lee Hays, and Fred Hellerman to life on Thursday evening, May 6, at the City University of New York. Also on the program will be an art exhibit of political cartoons by Matt Wuerker and appearances by special guests.

Check your mailbox later this month for more information on how you can participate, no matter where you live!
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